This is where Kurelek’s vision of things becomes useful in these isolated times. Flipping through his books has made me realize we are beginning to face a problem he lived with for most of his adult life: How do you love a world that is tainted? This coronavirus pandemic forces us to confront a world that seems tainted all around: imagined clouds of virus-bearing droplets filling the air, every hand and doorknob a vector, every gesture of intimacy a chance for transmission. Kurelek’s Vision of Canada The Polish Canadians Kurelek Country The Last of The Arctic. Posted by Programs at the Library at 4:58 PM No comments: W. D. Valgardson. Her book Waiting for the Whales won the Canadian National Library Notable Book award. She has won numerous awards and honours for her books. Waiting for the Whales Moonsnail Song Eagle Dreams At The Circus The Smell of Paint (Youth). Kurelek’s very presence filled the room, literally and spiritually. Kurelek painted the entire north wall of the chapel over the course of 7 days of fasting and praying in 1976. As noted in the Prairie Messenger by Brigid Ward, the mural was originally commissioned to celebrate the 40th anniversary of St. Thomas More College and the 50th anniversary of the Newman Centre. Kurelek was chosen because he was a more traditional figurative painter, and the Basilians wanted the work to be representational rather than abstract. Both flew in from across Canada to attend. It was a most wonderful surprise to have the Honourable Raynell Andreychuk be with us as well. Add to Wish List. Book Overview. No Synopsis Available. Edition Details. Format: Hardcover. Language: English. ISBN: 0888302541. ISBN13: 9780888302540. Kurelek's Vision of Canada book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Kurelek was an outstanding artist with a unique idealistic and pragmatic vision. A modern Jeremiah, he painted a coming apocalypse - divine justice on a materialistic, secular society. ...more. Books by William Kurelek. More... News & Interviews. Michiko Kakutani's Gift Guide Book Recommendations. Pulitzer Prize-winning literary critic Michiko Kakutani, the former chief book critic of The New York Times, is the author of the newly Read more 57 likes · 13 comments. Trivia About Kurelek's Vision No trivia or quizzes yet. Add some now Â–.